
Solving the industry pain points around mobile unit hearing testing

• No more clinic visits for missed tests and retests

• More choice for testing flow rate

• Cost effectiveness for small facilities

• Reduce employee exposure to heat, cold, and weather

• Audiologist support with recordables management

• Full support for DIY testing

Salux™ is the only hearing testing and training solution designed expressly by a hearing 
conservation company for safety managers and occupational nurses to meet the specific needs of 
regulatory compliance.

SALUXTM  AUDIOMETRIC SOLUTION
Onsite, On-Demand, On Your Terms

audiometric solution

Request a Quote at www.examinetics.com

Improve your hearing conservation program today with SaluxTM



ONSITE TESTING
We can come onsite with our technician and test & train either on the mobile unit or inside your facility

Location Flexibility Save Time & Money State-of-the-Art Technology
Test on a mobile unit or  
in a conference room

Speed up testing by  
adding audiometers

Modern equipment  
reduces failure points

ON-DEMAND TESTING

Avoid Clinic Visits Full Support Easy Data Transfer
Save the cost, lost productivity, 

and hassle of sending your 
employees offsite

Included access to certified 
audiologists and CAOHC-
certified tele-technicians

Instant seamless upload to  
Examinetics client portal  

XM Solutions

Ideal for:
• Replacing clinic visits for missed tests and retests
• Small facilities looking for a cost-effective option
• In-house hearing testing programs



Whether you are a small business, work at a remote location, or have a large number of off-site visits, it’s now easier 
than ever to implement in-house hearing testing. 

Salux™ puts a complete testing system at your fingertips to test, train, report, and upload data. The unparalleled 
technology has unique benefits for do-it-yourself testing, while providing all the supplementary requirements you are 
used to receiving:

Flexibility: Rent for two weeks or subscribe for a year. Now you can schedule testing whenever it’s convenient for you. 

Savings: Save your business time, money, and the lost productivity of off-site clinic testing, or remove the need for a mobile unit 
onsite event all together. 

Support: You still have access to our audiologists for review or questions. Salux™ has an industry-first option to schedule a virtual 
tele-technician to guide your employees through the test. A dedicated customer service team is available to trouble shoot or answer 
any questions. 

Hearing Conservation Program: Salux™ has original training that meets the requirements of OSHA 1910.95(k) for your employees, 
along with text-to-speech test results notification.

Stay Compliant: You are guided through required equipment validation and ambient noise measurement to make sure you are 
following the standards. An exhaustive annual calibration and maintenance is included. 

Data Management: Seamless transmission of data to XM Solutions.

Easier OSHA Log Followup: Tracking your employees hearing has never been easier. Between dashboards and audiology reports, 
it’s simple to stay on top of your results and next steps. The ease of retesting and transferring data helps repeal threshold shifts and 
perform work related evaluations. 

Onsite Mobile Unit Conference Room Onsite + On-Demand On-Demand Only

Where Onsite testing on a 
mobile unit

Testing indoors at  
your facility

Combination of onsite event 
and on-demand testing In-house testing

Who Examinetics technician Examinetics technician
Examinetics technician 

onsite and DIY on-demand 
with tele-technician option

DIY on-demand with                                  
tele-technician option

Benefit Location flexibility to account for weather, comfort, or physical distancing

Benefit Eliminate clinic visits for retests and missed tests;  
Flexible scheduling

Flow Rate Test 4 employees  
at once Option to test 4, 6, or 8 employees at once Test one employee  

per device

Saving Adding Audiometers speeds up testing time  
and lowers cost

Smaller sites save 
money vs. mobile unit

Benefit Improved new technology speeds up testing and reduces failure points

Benefit Improved new technology improves data transfer

ON-DEMAND BENEFITS

EXPLORE YOUR OPTIONS | Alternatives for any hearing testing scenario



Disclaimer: This is business-to-business information intended for EHS (environmental health and safety) professionals and not intended for the final consumer.  
Companies should check the local regulatory status of any claim according to their individual needs, requirements and intended use.
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ABOUT EXAMINETICS
Examinetics offers a comprehensive service offering that includes a range of occupational health and 
compliance services (hearing conservation, respiratory protection, and other medical screening and 
surveillance), safety consulting, online clearances, audiological support services as well as data management. 
We leverage our unmatched scale supported by a large fleet of 120+ mobile medical units utilizing uniform, 
standardized procedures to provide fast & flexible scheduling and consistent client service across the country.  

Our differentiated value proposition includes: 

1. Nationwide operating footprint with standardized coverage across the platform

2. Obsessive adherence and commitment to strict safety guidelines and compliance

3. Complete onsite compliance testing and safety consulting portfolio, offering a one-stop-shop solution in 
an increasingly complex EH&S environment 

4. Highly experienced and dedicated teams of occupational health experts and critical support  
professionals, including 5 audiologists and an industry leading medical team 

5. Easy-to-use, reliable, and cloud-based data management platform and technology-enabled  
compliance solutions

Our vision is to be the nation’s leading provider of occupational health solutions, offering the best choice in 
innovation, reliability and convenience. Every day we strive to achieve our vision by investing in innovation and 
relying on the insight and guidance of over 3,000 clients (and growing) as well as the knowledge, experience 
and passion of our 250 employees.

SALUXTM OVERVIEW
Our latest innovation, called SaluxTM, is our internally developed, technology enabled, hearing conservation 
solution.  In addition to creating a significantly more seamless onsite testing experience, Examinetics now 
has the capability to provide a do-it-yourself and on-demand hearing conservation program which includes 
testing, training, a remote tele-technician, data management and audiology support. 


